
Daily Editing Task Cards

Includes:
• 20 editing task cards
• Information on Australia
• Answer sheets
• Differentiated cards
• Interesting facts 

Grammar and punctuation concepts:
- Full stops and capital letters
- Proper nouns
- Spelling
- Homophones
- Apostrophes
- Plural nouns
- Boundary punctuation
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Australia Card #1

australia is a prety big countrie with a 
population of 25 million! the capital citie
is canberra and the flag is blew, white 
and red. the golden watle is the 
australian national flowa. they have six 
states and too territories. Aboriginal 
peeple have lived in australia four over 
50,000 years!

16 errors

Queensland Card #2

queensland is on the east coast of 
australia and is the 2nd largist state. the 
capital city is brisbane. queensland is
home to The Great barrier Reef, won of 
the world’s most famous reefs. 
brisbane has a warm climate.

9 errors

New South Wales Card #3

new south wales (NSW) is on the east 
cost of australia. the capital is sydney
and its the olderest of all the states. it 
also has the largerest population. 
sydney is home to the Sydney opera 
House. 

12 errors

South Australia Card #4

south australia is in the southern, 
central part of australia. it has a dry 
climate and the capitel citty is adelaide. 
south australia is well-known for 
Kangaroo island.

10 errors

Preview



Tasmania Card #5

tasmania is a iland in the south of 
australia. it is the most southern state 
and the capital city is hobart. it is the 
closest state to our neybours in the 
south, new Zealand. tasmania is won of 
the world’s most mountainous islands.

12 errors

Victoria Card #6

victoria is australias smallest state 
(land size), but the capitel, melbourne, 
has the 2nd largerest population in 
australia. the weather in Melbourne is 
known to change quikly during the day. 
this is because victoria is home to 3
diferent climate zons!

13 errors

Western Australia Card #7

western australia is the largest state 
(land size) and is located in the west. 
the capitil city is perth, witch is the 4th

largest citie in australia. the population 
of perth is just over 2 million. perth is 
home to the mighty fremantle dockers!

13 errors

A.C.T Card #8

a.c.t stands for australian capital 
territory and is home to australias
capital city, canberra. canberra
became the capital of australia in 1913 
when sydney and melbourne couldnt
decide who should be the capital city of 
australia. they decided to chose 
canberra!

16 errors

Preview



Northern Territory Card #9

northern territory is in the norrth of 
australia and the capital city is darwin. 
this state is famus four uluru and 
Kakadu national Park. alice Springs is 
allso located in the Northern territori. 

13 errors

The Great Dividing Range Card #10

The great Dividing range is australias
largest mountin range. it starts up in 
queensland, goes threw nsw and into 
Victoria. the mountain range is moore
then 3500 km long! Thats extrimely long!

13 errors

The Murray River Card #11

the murray River is australias longist
river at 2,520km long. it runs threw 
victoria, nsw and south australia. 
aboriginal People have relied on the 
murray River four thousends of yeers. 

16 errors

Mt Kosciuszko Card #12

mt kosciuszko is australias tallest 
moutain at 2,228m. its located in the 
Snowy Mountains in New South wales. 
it was named afta an explora form 
poland witch explanes the tricky name! 
Sea if you can memorise the spelling! 

16 errors

Preview



The Great Barrier Reef Card #13

the Grate barrier Reef is the worlds 
largest reef. it is located on the coast 
of queensland and is a famus
australian landmark. it is also home to 
thousends of marine life witch is why it 
is so importent that we look afta it!

13 errors

The Daintree Rainforest Card #14

the daintree rainforest is the largist
raneforest in australia. its located in 
queensland and covers more then 1,200 
square km. its also the therd largest 
tropical rainforist in the world! its very 
important to australia as it is home to a 
large number of animels!

16 errors

Aboriginal Languages Card #15

their are around 200-300 Indigenous 
languages spoken in australia. many 
aboriginal languages are unfortunately 
extinct and sum are spokin by only a 
few elderly peeple. Sea if you can find 
out witch aboriginal languages are 
spoken in you’re area!

12 errors

New Zealand Card #16

new Zealand is a small countrie with 
just unda 5 millien peeple. Their are
many butiful places to viset in NZ, 
including the snowy mountins or the 
wanderful lakes. New Zealand is
located south east of australia and 
they are grate neybors!

13 errors

Preview



East Timor Card #17

east timor is a countrie north of 
australia. it have a small population of 
1.3 millian and the capital is Dili. the 
peeple of east timor have two mane 
languages, Portuguese and Tetum. 
there currency is US Dollar.

14 errors

Papua New Guinea Card #18

papua new guinea is just above 
queensland on a werld map. theyre
australias neighbours to the north and 
have a population of 9 million. the 
capital citie is Port Moresby and they 
have an amazin 851 languages! can u 
beleve that.

15 errors

Climate Vs Weather Card #19

climate is weather over a long period 
off time and weather refers too short-
term conditions. Four example, the 
whether yestaday was cloudy / the 
climate in australia is hot and dry. this is 
importent two undastand! 

11 errors

World Climate Zones Card #20

there are lots of diferent climates on 
Earth. hot areas are normaly closa to 
the equator. the climate is hoter their 
because it gets more direct sonlight. 
their are 5 basic climate types –
tropical, dry, temperate, continental 
amd polar.

12 errors

Preview



Australia Card #1

Australia is a pretty big country with a 
population of 25 million! The capital city
is Canberra and the flag is blue, white 
and red. The golden wattle is the 
Australian national flower. They have six 
states and two territories. Aboriginal 
people have lived in Australia for over 
50,000 years!

16 errors

Queensland Card #2

Queensland is on the east coast of 
Australia and is the 2nd largest state. 
The capital city is Brisbane. Queensland 
is home to The Great Barrier Reef, one
of the world’s most famous reefs. 
Brisbane has a warm climate.

9 errors

New South Wales Card #3

New South Wales (NSW) is on the east 
cost of Australia. The capital is Sydney 
and it’s the oldest of all the states. It 
also has the largest population. Sydney 
is home to the Sydney Opera House. 

12 errors

South Australia Card #4

South Australia is in the southern, 
central part of Australia. It has a dry 
climate and the capital city is Adelaide. 
South Australia is well-known for 
Kangaroo Island.

10 errors

Preview



Tasmania Card #5

Tasmania is an island in the south of 
Australia. It is the most southern state 
and the capital city is Hobart. It is the 
closest state to our neighbours in the 
south, New Zealand. Tasmania is one of 
the world’s most mountainous islands.

12 errors

Victoria Card #6

Victoria is Australia’s smallest state 
(land size), but the capital, Melbourne, 
has the 2nd largest population in 
Australia. The weather in Melbourne is 
known to change quickly during the day. 
This is because Victoria is home to 3 
different climate zones!

13 errors

Western Australia Card #7

Western Australia is the largest state 
(land size) and is located in the west. 
The capital city is Perth, which is the 4th

largest city in Australia. The population 
of Perth is just over 2 million. Perth is 
home to the mighty Fremantle Dockers!

13 errors

A.C.T Card #8

A.C.T stands for Australian Capital 
Territory and is home to Australia’s 
capital city, Canberra. Canberra 
became the capital of Australia in 1913 
when Sydney and Melbourne couldn’t 
decide who should be the capital city of 
Australia. They decided to choose 
Canberra!

16 errors

Preview



Northern Territory Card #9

Northern Territory is in the north of 
Australia and the capital city is Darwin. 
This state is famous for Uluru and 
Kakadu National Park. Alice Springs is 
also located in the Northern territory. 

13 errors

The Great Dividing Range Card #10

The Great Dividing range is Australia’s 
largest mountain range. It starts up in 
Queensland, goes through NSW and into 
Victoria. The mountain range is more 
than 3500 km long! That’s extremely 
long!

13 errors

The Murray River Card #11

The Murray River is Australia’s longest 
river at 2,520km long. It runs through
Victoria, NSW and South Australia. 
Aboriginal People have relied on the 
Murray River for thousands of years. 

16 errors

Mt Kosciuszko Card #12

Mt Kosciuszko is Australia’s tallest 
mountain at 2,228m. It’s located in the 
Snowy Mountains in New South Wales. 
It was named after an explorer from 
Poland which explains the tricky name! 
See if you can memorise the spelling! 

16 errors

Preview



The Great Barrier Reef Card #13

The Great Barrier Reef is the world’s 
largest reef. It is located on the coast 
of Queensland and is a famous 
Australian landmark. It is also home to 
thousands of marine life which is why it 
is so important that we look after it!

13 errors

The Daintree Rainforest Card #14

The Daintree Rainforest is the largest 
rainforest in Australia. It’s located in 
Queensland and covers more than 1,200 
square km. It’s also the third largest 
tropical rainforest in the world! It’s 
very important to Australia as it is 
home to a large number of animals!

16 errors

Aboriginal Languages Card #15

There are around 200-300 Indigenous 
languages spoken in Australia. Many 
Aboriginal languages are unfortunately 
extinct and some are spoken by only a 
few elderly people. See if you can find 
out which Aboriginal languages are 
spoken in your area!

12 errors

New Zealand Card #16

New Zealand is a small country with 
just under 5 million people. There are 
many beautiful places to visit in NZ, 
including the snowy mountains or the 
wonderful lakes. New Zealand is 
located south east of Australia and 
they are great neighbours!

13 errors

Preview



East Timor Card #17

East Timor is a country north of 
Australia. It has a small population of 
1.3 million and the capital is Dili. The 
people of East Timor have two main
languages, Portuguese and Tetum. Their
currency is US Dollar.

14 errors

Papua New Guinea Card #18

Papua New Guinea is just above 
Queensland on a world map. They’re 
Australia’s neighbours to the north and 
have a population of 9 million. The 
capital city is Port Moresby and they 
have an amazing 851 languages! Can u 
believe that?

15 errors

Climate Vs Weather Card #19

Climate is weather over a long period of
time and weather refers to short-term 
conditions. For example, the weather 
yesterday was cloudy / the climate in 
Australia is hot and dry. This is 
important to understand! 

11 errors

World Climate Zones Card #20

There are lots of different climates on 
Earth. Hot areas are normally closer to 
the equator. The climate is hotter there
because it gets more direct sunlight. 
There are 5 basic climate types –
tropical, dry, temperate, continental 
and polar.

12 errors

Preview


